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ABSTRACT
Business failure is normal. However, how business owners experiencing

business failures could show resilience and start new ventures are still unknown. In
past entrepreneurship literature, studies mostly focused on the successful
entrepreneurs for analyzing their personality, business operation performance
perspectives, and risk bearing or failure avoidance. Few of these studies draw
attention to the processes of how entrepreneurs bounce back after business bankrupts
or failure. In this paper, we define entrepreneurial resilience referring to how the
failed entrepreneur can overcome the dark side of the failure crucible and examine the
possible antecedents of failure for firing back to create new business. In order to gain
a deeper understanding of why some entrepreneurs can bounce back but others cannot,
this study distinguishes two types of interview samples: one (10 persons) had bounced
back and operate their new business well, and the other (5 persons) had failed and
never started up. Interviewing with different types of samples are for knowing what
the differences between them are, to react to failure and what factors drive them to
decide to create a new business or not. The study findings describe that responsibility
for bearing failed debts is the basic element for bounce back, and identity
reconstruction, self-efficacy utilization and intrinsic motivation may drive failed
entrepreneurs to start a new business. Social network and pre-experience may assist in
new business operation. The result of studying constructing entrepreneurial resilience
mechanisms may fill the gap of the extant studies of entrepreneurship, enhance the
recovery knowledge and decisional bases for entrepreneurs when they face severe
business failure, and facilitate their resilience quickly from the psychological dark
side.

Keywords: Business failure, Entrepreneurial Resilience, Self-Efficacy, Intrinsic
Motivation, New Venture Creation.
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INTRODUCTION
Business failure is normal. According to the foreign researchers’studies, every

ten new businesses formed and nine closed their doors when the majority of the
failures occur in the first two to five years, and the lucky 10% have mostly
experienced a second failure then succeed (Timmons, 1990). The reasons why new
ventures bear a high failure rate are they face the liabilities of newness and
adolescence (Kale & Arditi, 1998), liabilities of smallness (Fichman & Levinthal,
1991), founder’s capability limitation(Martens, 2004), and inability to adapt to the
environment changing and leading transformation which result in the failure rate up to
the top in the previous stage of start up.

When entrepreneurs facing the impact of business failure, they not only have to
bear the loss of business and self-identity status, huge debts, or law affairs, but also
generate a negative emotional response and grief which include self-denial,
depression, anxiety, helplessness, avoidance to interact with the outside, feelings of
guilt and self-blame, and even cause irrational behaviors such as suicide (Shepherd,
2003). However, most of the past studies mainly examined how entrepreneurs
succeed and avoid business loss (Kakati, 2003; Sull, 1999; Osborne,1993), how to
forecast the survival rate (Stearns, Carter, Reynolds & Williams, 1995), or describe
the issues of how entrepreneur can learn from failure (Shepherd, 2003; McGrath,
1999). Additionally, some studies in entrepreneurial personality advocate that
entrepreneurs are optimistic, active, achievement-orientated, display self-control, take
risks, and show autonomy and problem solving which lead them to foresee
opportunities and find out the solution in their business operation. (Wilklund &
Shepherd,2003; Lumpkin & Dess,1996; Gioia & Chitipeddi,1991; Amabile,1986).
Even some literature on leadership and advice books assume that leaders are rational
beings and hardly focus on the leaders’ irrational side, and are still less likely to
explore how entrepreneurs face their business crucible and adapt to psychological
frailties. Nonetheless, most successful entrepreneurs and leaders experienced fluctuant
career and business operations. They are not always optimistic, positive and bravely
facing challenges when they slump, which result in some entrepreneurs’collapse after
a setback. But some entrepreneurs are willing to bounce back from business loss and
treat the chance as a new start up process for re-positing self identity. How
entrepreneurs bounce back and the resilience from business failure when they have
extremes with negative emotion and irrational behavior have earned relatively little
research attention so far.

Coutu (2002) propounds that resilience is one of the great puzzles of human
nature, which is neither ethically good nor bad, but merely the skill and the capacity
to be be robust under conditions of enormous stress and change. He believed that
resilience is more than education, more than experience, and more than training. A
person’s level of resilience will determine who succeeds and who fails, and it does
matter in business operation. However, most of the studies of resilience theory focus
on the psychological therapy field and relatively few papers pay attention to the
resilience issue in the business management field, specifically entrepreneurship. There
is a gap between business practice and theory of how a business person can bounce
back after business failure or facing crucible. And the method of psychological
therapy for the loss of aloved one can’t apply to business people as they face different
setbacks which should have different resilience paths. One psychiatrist indicated this
phenomenon in the magazine interview, “The patient who faced business failure and 
suffered from psychosis is the hardiest case to cure for us.” Thereby, entrepreneurial 
resilience seems more and more important for the business field but is less respected
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when the entrepreneur faces high failure rate and how they can restart new business if
failed.
In this study, we assume that typical successful entrepreneurs’ characteristics of 

risk bearing, innovativeness and aggressiveness are not inherent but are cultivated by
experiencing failure and crucible. Therefore, it has become important issues of how
entrepreneurs assess the failure causes and what reaction can be brought on, how they
conciliate trauma when facing business loss, and what cause triggers them to start a
new venture with rebuilding self valuation and status. Through examining those
questions, the researchers are dedicated to construct the moderation mechanism of
entrepreneurial resilience. And we advocate that entrepreneurial resilience is not only
retrieval of the wounds and recovery to the status before failure, but should be
prolonged to observation of their bounce back with creating new business and
enhancing their abilities. This research draws upon a literature theoretical framework
used in investigations of entrepreneur failure causes and reaction, resilience theory,
intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy. We argue that the reason of why some failed
entrepreneurs can not recover from business failure and never start up but others can
and start up new business is the key of willing and ability. This study assumes that
intrinsic motivation triggers entrepreneurs to refuel their enthusiasm and willingness
to chase the possibility of starting a new business. Entrepreneurial self-efficacy plays
a role to assist the failed-entrepreneur to believe that they are capable of performing
the tasks associated with new ventures and can recognize and deploy their resources
well in start ups. The authors conduct typical sampling in-depth interviews with 15
entrepreneurs and analysis by the grounded theory approach for extracting the concept
and the primary axis, which help us to construct the moderation mechanism of
resilience and propose further research. In closing, this study indicates the research
conclusion and suggestion. The study brings contributions for filling the gap of
entrepreneurship theories and practice phenomenon, and furnishes a resilience
therapeutics process for entrepreneurs in peril to leap the crucible.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Antecedence and reaction of entrepreneurial failure

New venture face unbalanced and chaotic environment which result in high
failure rate for entrepreneurs in the beginning. Nascent entrepreneurs must possess
human resource, capital and capability for business operation and continuously
accumulate unique resources and abilities which needed in business development.
Besides, New competitors’ abilities influence business failure rate when firms are in 
crossing-industrial business. Zahra and Neubaum (1998) propose that new ventures
frequently face different hostilities in their competitive environment which includes
macro environment hostility, market hostility, competitive hostility, and technological
hostility. Those hostilities are multifaceted and challenge some ventures and cause
their failure. Kale & Arditi(1998) assume the liabilities of newness and liabilities of
smallness will increase failure rate of new ventures which imply lack of
organizational learning and lack of legitimacy, coupled with smallness and relatively
resource scarcity, appears to be the main factor explaining the survival or failure
chances of new ventures. The study finding of Mullins (2004) explains that smaller
target market, over-competitive environment and lack of experience team members
may cause high failure rate of start ups. Nevertheless, Shanley (2000) relate the idea
of a honeymoon period to real options reasoning and his research finding argues that
the length of the honeymoon period seems to affect the mortality risk facing a new
venture. New ventures with a longer honeymoon period may be able to reduce the
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liability of newness and mortality risk more than those with shorter honeymoon
periods. Moreover, new venture mortality rate will increase if new venture have not
experience business failure in honeymoon period. And if start ups had faced failure
but survival then the mortality rate will decrease. Thereby, even facing high failure
risk in prior stages, new ventures are stronger than before as they have undergo failure
experience which result in lower failure rate.

We define the business failure involves business loss or bankrupt for
self-employed owner who face an involuntary change of business owing to poor
performance. Facing business failure and losing a loved one are likely to different
levels of grief. For self-employed owner, this business failure likely represents a
personal loss, bearing financial debt, statue comedown and even lawsuit, which, in
turn, generate a negative emotional response. Same as others, entrepreneurs are not
always positive and brave, when passing through the traumatic event or setback.
Negative emotion generate depression, lonely, misgiving, anger, conflict losing
confidence and wince. A stronger emotion was that of guilt and self-blame which
make them felt that cause the failure of the business and not only as a businessperson
but also as a father. Therefore, they may felt the situation was hopeless and became
withdrawn, and even cause suicide, decrepitude speedily and fall ill in the life. That is
because the most of entrepreneurs invest in their whole life and spirit to run owned
business for gaining encouragement and achievement by business performance,
market sharing, customer royalty and self-benefits which be identified as business
success as self-affirmation(Shepherd, 2003). But, business failure bring with life
crusher and harmfulness which cause the entrepreneur faces the conflict of
self-cognition and negative emotions, especially when the circumstance surrounding
the event are ambiguous(Isen & Baron, 1991). Therefore, to recovery and learning
from the loss of a loved one is likely to be highly philosophical and existential,
whereas recovery and learning from the loss of a business is more practical and
constructive(Shepherd, 2003) and need to reflect the reason of wrong decision
making.

Much of the business literature on leadership starts with the assumption that
leaders are rational beings. Yet irrationality is integral to human nature, and
psychological conflict can contribute in significant ways to the drive to succeed
(Coutu, 2004). Therefore, to explore how failure entrepreneur facing their crucible
and experience, and which causing what reactions are be more important in
entrepreneurship research field for understanding how their personal experience
shaped subsequent behaviors and how they deal with setbacks and pain. Accordingly,
we turn attention to exploring the feedback and learning for failure entrepreneur.

Feedback and learning from business failure
How entrepreneur experiencing business failure impact can learn from crucible

and extract meaning for start new venture? Some scholars assume that grief and
negative emotions with appropriately operation can stimulate search process, learning,
and adaptation, which can be seemed as accelerator of active behavior for reducing
distress and triggering action (Kiesler & Sproull, 1982). But if poor operation may
restrict their cognitive process and decision making which restrain the opportunity for
change and adaptation. Horowitz et al.(1979) argued that the negative stress or
emotion of post-Traumatic can be treat as normal reaction with abnormal disposition
experience. Individual will give meaning and understanding for those traumatic
events, and syncretize them into deeper memory for generating linkage between
traumatic experience and past experience which can be assimilated or adjusted to be
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self philosophy and be the part of life. Then, individual can effectively manipulate
information processing and adapt environment properly.

McGrath(1999) argued that the benefits of failure have not been given sufficient
attention and used real options reasoning to develop a more balanced perspective on
the role of entrepreneurial failure in wealth creation, which emphasizes managing
uncertainty by pursuing high-variance outcomes but investing only if conditions are
favorable. Minniti & Bygrave(2001) proposed entrepreneurs learning by updating a
subjective stock of knowledge accumulate on the basis of past experience. They
argued that entrepreneurs process information, make mistakes, update their decisional
algorithms and possibly, through this struggle, improve their performance.
Shepherd(2003) examined how self-employed entrepreneur recovery from grief and
learning from business failure when they can use the information available about why
the business failed(feedback information) to revise their existing knowledge of how to
manager their own business effectively(self-employment knowledge), that is to revise
assumption about the consequences of previous assessments, decision, actions and
inactions. However, Negative emotional response may interfere with individuals’ 
allocation of attention in the processing of information, even diminish individuals’ 
ability to learn from the events surrounding the loss. And the degree of grief may
moderate the relationship between the feedback information and self-employment
knowledge. Nevertheless, Shepherd’s study can not explain that how those 
self-employed retrieve their negative emotion and how to bounce back and restart a
new venture.

Accordingly, entrepreneurs should learn from successes as well as failure. They
need to retrieve their negative emotion, use feedback information, and combine their
positive or negative experiences to mold their knowledge and cognition. However,
before they sense the meaning of failure and catch the opportunity to learning from
failure, entrepreneurs have to resilience from the setback or crucible in first. Therefore,
this study assumes that the entrepreneurial resilience process from business failure is
not likely V shape but U shape. In the bottom of U shape, failure entrepreneurs may
experience a period of at least several months for psychological adjustment and
transform their business operation cognition by doing something different which was
unrelated with pre-business. And they gradually return to pre-event levels with
psychological adjustment, but business cognitive transformation of entrepreneur need
to learn from failure and which have to trigger their passion and bounce back for
starting new business.

Resilience modulates negative emotion and develops new capability
Resilience is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma,

tragedy, threats, or even significant sources of stress -- such as family and relationship
problems, serious health problems, or workplace and financial stressors. It means
"bouncing back" from difficult experiences(APA, 2004). It is a term started from
understating stress adjustment process in psychological therapy field and which
mainly described the capacity and strength of people to cope with stress, catastrophe,
significant change or risk(Wiki dictionary). Sometime, the capacity and strength even
can be stir up that leads individual recover their capacity and mental status before
pre-event or even behave better. Some psychologists claim that unresilient people
more easily develop resilience skills than those with head starts(Coutu, 2002). And
research has shown that resilience is ordinary, not extraordinary. People commonly
demonstrate resilience, but being resilient does not mean that a person doesn't
experience difficulty or distress(APA, 2004).
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Notably, recovery and resilience are quietly difference. Bonanno(2004) indicated
that the term recovery connotes a trajectory in which normal functioning temporarily
gives way to threshold or subthreshold psychopathology, usually for a period of at
least several months, and then gradually returns to pre-event levels. But resilience
reflects the ability to maintain a stable equilibrium and develops new capacity and
works better than before. In the developmental literature, resilience is typically
discussed in terms of protective factors that foster the development of positive
outcomes and healthy personality characteristics. Therefore, Lengnic-Hall and
Beck(2003) contend that resilience “includes the ability to turn challenges into 
opportunities. And to more than bounce back from the edge of catastrophe, move
forward with even greater vigor and success than before”. Sutcliffe and Vogus(2003) 
state that “resilience is the capacity to rebound from adversity strengthened and more 
resourceful.” Zeidner and Saklofsk(1996) defined resilience is “more than simple 
adjustment; it is the pursuit of human growth, mastery and differentiation allowing us
to evolve in an ever-changing world”.

Researchers explained resilience from different angle which including the
viewpoints of inner protective factors, external supports and result orientation.
Researchers who asserting inner protective factors assumed that individual’s 
characteristics or abilities can adjust or moderate the impacts of crisis environment,
such as optimism, empathy, a sense of purpose, well communication with others,
building closed human relationship, trusting self owned the environmental control
capability and operate it flexible, social intelligence and hardiness, self-enhancement,
mindset transformation and positive emotion, which can assist individuals lower the
problem happen or enhance the result of successful adjustment for buffering the
diversity shock(Rutter, 1979; Garmezy, 1991; Konrad and Bronson,1997; Grotberg,
2003; Bonanno, 2004). However, some researchers have different view for optimistic.
Such as Coutu(2002) indicated that a common belief about resilience is that it stems
from an optimistic nature, but only as long as such optimism does not distort your
sense of reality. He cited the book ”From Good to Great” written by Jim Collins who 
pointed out the term of Stockdale Paradox which described that resilient people have
very sober and down-to-earth views of those parts of reality that matter for survival.
That’s not to say that optimism doesn’t have it place. But for bigger challenges, a cool, 
almost pessimistic, sense of reality is far more important.

Researchers who asserting external supports suggested that resilience stem
from external resources assistance and generate interaction effects with significant
others between individuals and environment, which including religion belief, families,
peers, society, and school. Resilience exertion depends on the interaction of
individual and environment, inner protective factors and external supports which
generate different resilience performance and strength(Rutter,1993). Researchers who
assert whether individual with resilience depends on their outcome which means that
when they face crucible and can overcome it, well recovery in environmental
adaption, behave better then pre-event and even possess of more energy and
resources((Richardson, 2002; Lengnick-Hall & Beck, 2003; Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003).
Sometimes, unresilient people more easily develop resiliency skills than those with
head starts(Coutu, 2002), and gain more benefits and enhance their abilities when
they experience rough challenge(McMillen＆ Fisher, 1998; McMillen et al, 1997).
Therefore, resilience includes the ability to turn challenges into opportunities, and is
the capacity to rebound from adversity strengthened and more resourceful and
possess of ability better than pre-events(Lengnic-Hall and Beck, 2003; Sutcliffe and
Vogus, 2003).
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Recently, managerial field starts to explore how entrepreneurs can pass through
failure or crisis. Some study indicated that young entrepreneurs need to exert their
intelligence in live-death situation and struggle for survive and stronger(Nuens,1994).
Or entrepreneur in extremes need to learn from failure and accumulate their practical
intelligence(Sternberg,2003). By transforming internal capability and resources in
reality life, entrepreneurs adopt constructive action to turn around the setback, which
can unravel their mental conflict and trigger them pass through hard time(Kets de
Vries,1985). When entrepreneur senses the important meaning of adapting failure,
consistently has willing and enthusiasm to create a new business and bounce back
from failure are more important than their education level, skills and opportunity
exploitation in right timing(Bennis & Thomas, 2002). If failed entrepreneur can
understand the meaning of crisis is opportunity and willing to accept and seen the
change as challenge for staring up new business which may generate their resiliency
and act venture creation.

2.4 Intrinsic motivation and entrepreneurial self-efficacy initiate failed
entrepreneur to create new venture
People with high intrinsic motivation may bloom with the feeling of self-content

and enjoyment(Csikzentmihalyi,1975). The purpose of what they do is for gaining
satisfaction from activities but not for exotelic. Therefore, high motivation people
chase what they interest and involve all of life time to fulfill creativity by their willing,
even without others approbation or supporting. The kind of people enjoys the feeling
of concentration and flow in doing what they like to do. The term of flow refer to the
status and feeling when people express their preeminent performance and done it well
in their work such as castalia for artists or musicians and acme experience in athletes,
that may assist people absorbed concentrate on specific but compatible goals and
experience the status of intentness(Csikzentmihalyi,1975). Moreover, high intrinsic
motivation people express high sense of self-determination(Amabile, 1996) that
means individuals achieve their target within allodial behavior, lack of extrinsic
stress(eg. reward), and without enforcement(Deci & Ryan,1985). Accordingly,
intrinsic motivation result from self-causation on their behavior. In order to obtain
more autonomy, people consistently procure and accumulate competence from
activities and cultivate diversified skills for individual environmental management
and adaption, or else individual may be restricts by environmental condition and can’t 
exercise their sense of self-determination in life.

How bound back entrepreneur effectively exert limited resources to create a new
business? Bandura(1977) proposed self-efficacy theory which refers to perceived
capabilities to perform a specific “task”(Bandura, 1982), and focus on an individual’s 
cognitive estimate of his or her “capabilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive 
resources and courses of action needed to exercise control over events in their
lives”(Wood and Bandura, 1989), but not pay attention on what capability they have.
Self-efficacy has been proven to be a consistent predictor of behavior and
entrepreneurial achievement in a vast array of entrepreneur’s behaviors(Krueger & 
Brazeal, 1994). The role of entrepreneurial self-efficacy(ESE) has been emphasized as
a key antecedent. ESE refers to the strength of a person’s belief that he or she is 
capable of successfully performing the various roles and tasks of entrepreneurship,
and which consists of five factors: marketing, innovation, management, risk-taking,
and financial control(Chen, Greene and Crick, 1998). Chen et al. proposed an
entrepreneurial self-efficacy construct to predict the likelihood of an individual being
an entrepreneur from manager. Baum and Locke (2004) studied over two hundred
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entrepreneurs over a period of six years and found that goals, vision and again
self-efficacy were the explanatory factors for new ventures which were more
successful and had grown over time. Therefore, understanding ESE is important,
because it can affect individuals’ willingness to engage in entrepreneurship as well as 
the behavior of those who are already entrepreneurs. ESE affects potential
entrepreneurs, because individuals’ intentions to found new businesses are a function 
of the extent to which they perceive that it is both feasible and desirable for them to
do so (Forbes, 2005; Kolvereid, 1997; Krueger & Brazeal, 1994).

METHODS
Sample and Data Collection

The objective of this exploratory study is to contribute to theory-building
concerning the reason of why some failed entrepreneur can bounce back but others
not, the researcher select the method of typical sampling(Patton, 1990) to process
sample collection. The purpose of typical sampling is to set up one or several typical
and representative cases to be research samples. We divided collection samples to two
types, one type samples who have had experienced business failure but restart new
business and operate well now. And the other samples were never start-up after
experienced business significant failure.

Since most of the reinstated entrepreneurs who have experienced the failure of
business are not willing to recall their past and it is difficult to acquire the samples of
those who failed and were reinstated and in order to allow the sample characteristics
to meet this research, we require that the samples should be (1) the entrepreneurs who
have started an enterprise with their own funds and participated in the business full
time; (2) those who have experienced the failure of business and could not continue
the operation; besides, (3)the business operation of the reinstated samples should
reach professional scale. This research interviews 10 reinstated entrepreneurs and 5
samples who no longer continue the operations and the critical relatives such as their
wives and assistants to enrich the data and objectivity. When we find the unclear
information after the interview, we consult the relatives by telephones or e-mails to
probe into the questions. Average time for one interview is two to three hours. We
record the interview and reorganize the scripts for data analysis. The samples’
information in detail is shown in Table 1 and 2.

Research Design and Data Analysis
Since there were rare scholars exploring the entrepreneurs’resilience and most

of the studies were preliminary or explorative studies on the phase of theoretical
construction, this research will treat grounded theory as the method for data analysis.
Grounded theory analysis aims to help the researchers to “discover theory from data”
instead of “validating the original theories”. It tends to be applied to preliminary
studies and it is useful for theoretical development and assumption construction
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The method matches the entrepreneurs’resilience which
this research intends to construct. Thus, we apply grounded theory analysis as the
principle method for data analysis.

After transforming the data collected into writing, this research conducts the
coding by grounded theory analysis. Coding means the process to probe into and
conceptualize primary data and recombine the concepts. Three principal coding
processes include “open coding”, “axial coding”and “selective coding”. Open coding
aims to probe into the writing data of the samples and find the implied “concepts”.
We construct the connection among the concepts through deduction and
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generalization of axial coding to result in “category”; finally, we integrate and refine
the categories of data by selective coding to propose the core concept for theoretical
development. The naming and analysis of research data are according to the
researcher’s “creative theoretical imagination”and “theoretical sensitivity”or “in 
vivo”of the participants. During the process of data analysis, the researcher and
another coding personnel exchange the definition, generalization and opinion with
respect to data coding to increase reliability of data coding. The analysis is showed in
Table 3.

Theentrepreneurs’ failure causes and failure reactions
Failure causes of business

This research analyzes 10 reinstated entrepreneurs and 5 samples who failed and
no longer continued the enterprises to probe into the difference of their failure causes
and the following resilience. According to the study, we find that most of the
entrepreneurs’ failures come from the participation in unfamiliar industries,
insufficient professional management and impudent boldness of the youth.

Insufficient professional management
In includes insufficient internal management, trusted followers’betrayal and fund

hollowing which lead to financial crisis and bankruptcy. The participant Mr.Wu
recalled his failure:
 “Administration management is becoming problematic and we also find
difficulties in management systems, including procurement and accounting…I
have no idea that it is not easy to manage a restaurant. The deficit continues. We
already signed the checks. …we originally intended to change, but it was too
date”.
Mr.PS and Mr.You, who overly trust the followers and their asset is cleaned out

for the lack of control mechanism, comment below:

 “After the expansion of Wuo industrial company, I still focused on R&D. Thus,
my trusted followers seized the opportunity and transfer 600 to 700 millions
under their accounts.”Mr.PS recalled.

 “I founded the plants in China for trade and received positive comments from
the market. I concentrated on my business and never expected that my trusted
employees cleaned out the asset and I was in debt of over 10 millions. “Mr.You
said.
All of the firms demand more on professional management with the expansion of

corporate scale, including functional management skills, decision authorization and
formal control (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). It is the reason that many entrepreneurs
fail with the lack of professional management. In this research, all of the participants
fail due to insufficient professional management. In addition, when the firms are not
familiar with the industries and there is the lack of professional management, they
will be more likely to fail. The sample Mr.Lee transfers from tea chain stores to
securities industry and faces the challenge of unfamiliar industry and the lack of
management capacity. Thus, the entrepreneurs should start from their professional
fields to avoid the possible risk in unfamiliar industries. They can also cultivate the
professional management needed in different phases or hire professional managers to
assist with the operation.
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Impudent boldness of the youth
Will being the youth influence the entrepreneurs’achievements? Is there the

direct relation between the entrepreneurs’age and the failure frequency? Youth should
be the drive and passion to start an enterprise and the entrepreneurs thus are
encouraged to face the risk and challenge for starting enterprises; however, comparing
with middle-aged entrepreneurs, the younger ones might be more ambitious and
eagerly expand the corporate scale to gain the returns. Besides, they might be
frivolous and do not concentrate on the business and thus fail because of the change
of external environment and the lack of professional management. This research
names the above situation as “impudent boldness of the youth”. The samples Mr.Wu,
Mr.Hsu and Mr.King all mention their failure because of being young and lack of
management.
“…At the time, I might be younger and careless and neglected the
management of the restaurant”. Mr.Wu said.

“I was too young! ……I admit that I was playful and addicted to gambling. I
managed the business and gambling at the same time…I failed after nearly
one year. “Mr.Hsu recalled.

“I started the enterprise when I was too young. I did not have any
management knowledge and capacity. If there are too many rivals in the
market, I will certainly fail.”Mr.King expressed.

However, there are many cases that young entrepreneurs start the enterprises
successfully. The founder of Microsoft Bill Gate, Michael Dell of Dell Inc., Phile
Knight in NIKE all start the business before they graduate from the university.“Being
young”becomes one of the bases of their achievement. Thus, being young is not the
major cause of failure. However, if the young people do not concentrate on their
business, are too ambitious or lack of professional management, they will be likely to
fail.

The failure is not caused by only one incident or one factor and it does not
happen overnight. The mistakes happen with the time. No companies will avoid the
historical and environmental effects. Besides, the longer the dealing time is, the more
the effect is. Therefore, the firms and CEOs must review the causes of their failure
and learn from the mistakes and immediately modify it to avoid the second mistake.
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Table 1： Backgrounds of start up samples
Sample Mr. Lee Mr. PS Mr. Chiang Mr. Yang Mr. Wu Mr. Hsu Mr. Peng Mr. Chen Mr. Zheng Mr. you

Pre-identity Founder CEO of
TR Tea Group.

Founder of Wuo
industrial
company.

1. Founder and
director of
media studio

2. Founder of web
learning
company

1. Team partner of
computer
company(IPO)

2. founder of FH
international

1. founder of
plastic factory

2. founder of
restaurant

1.cooker and
founder of
restaurant

2.founder of snack
bar

1..founder of BBQ
store

2.founder of
ressaurant

Founder of
architecture
company.

Founder of bread
store

Founder of trading
company

Failure
time 1990 1981 1.1994

2.1998
1.1993
2.1995 1984 1. 1990

2. 1997
1.1990
2. 1994

2000 1996 2001

Business
Failure
causes

TR Security, the
subsidiary of TR
Group, engaged in
settlement default
of transaction in
1990’s and which
caused huge loss
when Taiwan’s
stock market
slumped. Mr.
Lee bankrupted
and reimbursed
NT$3 billion for
loss. He resigned
any appointment in
TR and closed TR
security.

Mr. PS
Experienced
venture partner
betray and
embezzled capital
up to NT$70
million.

1. KTV media
studio was set up
in 1990 and faced
the supply
exceeds than
demand and
caused pricing
slumped which
made founder debt
30 million and
bankrupt.
2. Web learning
company was set
up in 1997, but
lacking of
technology caused
losing 2 million
and bankrupt.

1. Differently
business notion
with team partners
which cause he
quitted job and
slumped in
unemployment for
over 2 years.
2.Founded FH
international of EU
business
experience and
closed it for poor
performance.

Lacking of
administration
management and
loss control,
restaurant loss
heavily and had to
sell earned plastic
factory and self
capitals to out of
debt.

Lacking of
business operation
and reveled in
gambling, Mr. Hsu
experienced failure
over ten times and
debt nearly NT$10
million.

Lacking of
professional of
business
management, Mr.
Peng experienced
several failure and
debt.

The impact of
Lincoln Mansions
collapse accident
and Construction
Code modification,
which caused Mr.
Chen took on debt
up to 200 million.

Lacking of
management
ability and failure
when he switch
identity from baker
to boss.

Invested in China
but experienced
venture partner
betrayed and
embezzled capital
up to NT$10
million.

New
business

TF Tea Group In
China(IPO)

PS Machinery
MGF. Co (IPO)

A-Kuei.com 104 Job Bank
Online.(IPO)

SP Technolog Co.,
Ltd(IPO)

KF Food Company HL International
Company

Hualien’s Won Ton

Restaurant Co.,

Ltd

F & C bread
company

A life company

Founding
time 1993 1983 1999 1996 1987 2000 1994 2002 2003

Industry

Tea related
products.

Wheel chair,
Scooter and Power
assist electric
bicycle.

Internet animation A humanized
employment
service.

Removal and
recycling of all
sorts discarded
electronics
products

The biggest buffet
chain store in
Taipei city,
Taiwan.

Chain store of an
iron plate dining
car and Italian
restaurant.

Restaurant chain
store.

Bread, Coffee and
Cake chain store.

Memory Foam
Mattress

Enterprise
Scale

670 chain store of
TF Group in
worldwide.

No.2 of wheel
chair and scooter
in the world, and
market share rating
up to 18%
worldwide.

Famous Internet
animation
character –A Kuei
in Taiwan.

The biggest Job
service company in
Taiwan.

Taiwan’s largest 
electronics waste
resource
processing and
service factory for
Taiwan’s high-tech
sector.

Over 40 stores in
Taipei city.

Over 1000 stores
of dining car and
up to 10 store of
Italian restaurant.

Over 100 stores
and extend
business scope to
China.

Over 50 bread
chain store in
Taiwan.

Yearly sales up to
NT$200 million.
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Table 2：Backgrounds of never start-up samples
Sample Mr. 35 Mr. Zhou Mr. Paul Mr. king Mr. Luo

Pre-identity 1.Founder of suit-made company
2.Founder of seafood restaurant. Founder of plastic company Founder of electric company Founder of trading company CEO of Guang-Nan Group

Failure time 2003 2000 1996 1998 2000

Business
Failure

Reasons

Lacking of management knowledge
and out of control of financial
which caused heavily debt then
bankrupt.

Experienced relatives betray and
embezzled capital up to NT$70
million.

Loss up to NT$7 million and
discontinue his business which are
caused by lacking of administration
management, disagreement of
opinion with partner and poor skill.

Lacking of management skill and
caused to debt for over NT$1
million and failed.

Overly diversification and financial
unbalance which caused heavily
debt and finally failure.

New Identity Volunteer in a temple No job Professional manager in a company
50

Coach of mountain-climbing
50

the head priest of a temple
60

Age 65 70

Table 3：Development of Coding Categories
Core concept category conception Sample illustration

admission of the
failure

Admitted the mistake
Should not involve in
unfamiliar field.

Mr. Lee: “I may happy if I did not diversity to the security business. I admitted that I am unfamiliar with
security field….”.
Mr. Chiang:”After the failure, I introspected that I known less in education and should involved in…”.

reconstruction of
personal value

Be a innocent and poor
man

Mr. Lee:“I would rather to be a innocent and poor man. I don’t want to be misunderstanding.Internal
consistency

capacity
cultivation

Cultivate location
susceptibility and
experience.

Mr. Hsu:“In that time, I thought that it may have more free times and unrestrained to have a job as
express delivery. I may have time and chance to cultivate my sensitivity of location searching.”

responsible
integrity

To value with integrity
No owing to others and

society.

Mr. Wu:”I never thought to cheat others even in that time. I would not like to betray them who trust at
me….Finally, I sold out my house and factory to redress the heavily debt. If I can bear the redemption of
debt and then I don’t want to owe for society and others.”

help from
important
people

Support form Social
networking
Mentor’s direction and
assistance.

Mr. Hsu:”…In that time, a boss who founded a building company preferred to my cooking. …He gave
me courage and assistance…and told me how to balance life and business.”

External
consistency

encouragement
from
significant
others

Wife’s encouragement
and support

Mr. PS:”Until someday, I suddenly understood and accepted what my wife said. She said, “people can
take away everything from you; however, they cannot steal one thing in your brain.”, So, I sober up.”
Mr. Peng:”Wife is very important in my life. In the process of business creation, wife is my power.”
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Failure reactions of business
Because of the business failure, the entrepreneurs face the crisis of personal asset

and identity and even lawsuits, debts or living difficulties. Like everyone, due to the
failure, the entrepreneurs have the negative reactions such as evasion, frustration and
helplessness instead of the rigidness, optimism and positive attitude as people expect.
The positive or negative reaction on the failure is not the key to allow the individuals
to recognize e or recover in the incidents; however, the individuals’proper emotional
expression and knowledge of the causes and facing the reality by reasonable
explanation are the critical factors for resilience. According to case analysis, this
research finds that when the reinstated entrepreneurs or those who no longer continue
the business face the crisis of failure, they tend to inevitably have negative or
irrational behaviors. However, it does not mean the entrepreneurs will never be
reinstated. Their temporary pessimism might be the way that the entrepreneurs release
their stress and recognize the imbalance. It helps them smooth the crisis, learn from
the failure with time and find their control in the scenarios, the causes of the failure
and the lasting of the reaction. Thus, according to data analysis, this research
generalizes three core perspectives of failure reactions: emotional feelings, behavioral
feelings and physiological feelings.

Emotional failure reactions
This research extracts the entrepreneurs’“emotional reactions”of failure

reactions from data analysis of the interview, including “helplessness”, “loss of
identity”, “sense of out of control”, “anxiety”, “guilt”, “exhaustion” to the scenarios.
Helplessness is the emotional reaction of all sample entrepreneurs. When they
encounter the failure, they cannot explain the incidents with the clues in the past
experiences; thus, they are shocked, helpless and scared. The loss of the business
might result in the loss of the social identities of the entrepreneurs or high-rank
managers. They feel loss or the lack of personal work value. In addition, since the
entrepreneurs have the“sense of out of control”, they will feel guilty. The participant
Mr.PS recalls the bankruptcy caused by the betrayal of the trusted followers:
 “In the past, there were some incidents without early warning which had
impact on my success. However, this time is extraordinary and I’m totally
stunned. …I can control many things except for this one. Without prevention,
you can never control it.” 

Mr.35 who no longer continues the business and reinstated Mr.Peng are lost
when losing their statuses:
“I failed and sold two houses.…without houses, people would look down
upon us. Mr. 35 said.
 “I have been failed…even the stray dogs despised me. I was chased by a group
of stray dogs”. Mr. Peng recalled.

Carrying capacity
Will failure frequency influence the entrepreneurs’ failure reactions? In other

words, are the people who have experienced several failures less affected? According
to data analysis in this research, we find that the participants who experience failure
for the first time or the tenth time will all have negative reaction. The degree of failure
is the key influencing failure reactions. Thus, this research suggests that “carrying
capacity” is the critical factor leading to the entrepreneur’ failure reactions.
“Carrying capacity” means the degree of the individuals who can endure the
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frustration. Since the degrees of everyone’s endurance are different, there will be
different failure reactions. If the failure degree is in the“carrying capacity” which can
be endured and recognized, the entrepreneurs will recover and face the strike.
However, if the failure degree is out of an individual’s “carrying capacity”, regardless
of the frequency, they will still encounter the strike of failure and emotional reaction.
Proposition 1: The entrepreneurs have different degrees of“carrying capacity”

to the failures and their failure reactions will also be different.
Proposition 1-1: If the failure is in an individual’s carrying capacity, theentrepreneurs’ 

failure reactions will reduce with the increase of failure frequency.
Proposition 1-2: If the failure is out of an individual’s carrying capacity, the

entrepreneurs’ failure reactions will be significant and not be affected by
failure frequency.

Facing the failure pessimistically or optimistically?
The entrepreneurs’negative emotional reaction caused by business failure is not

the positive and optimistic emotion as people imagine. However, we suggest that the
emotional reactions on the incidents are not necessarily related to the behavior in the
following management since people release their negative emotional reaction with
time. As the suggestion of APA,“everyone hasresilience”. The difference refers to the
recovery speed and the rebound degree after recovery. At the beginning of the failure,
the entrepreneurs face it with negative emotion. However, with time, the
entrepreneurs or most of the people can recover from the crisis and return the living
state; some people thus find the force of rebound and have better capacity or
performance. If the entrepreneurs can conduct meaningful adjustment from the failure,
they will more effectively release theentrepreneurs’reaction toward the failure.

Some of the entrepreneurs who have experienced business crisis are optimistic
and they do not strongly feel the pain or training of the difficulties. It is not easy to
them to recognize the significance of failure and value of learning from the frustration
(Coutu, 2002). Some entrepreneurs face the training or incidents of live and death by
indifferent and pessimistic attitude. Thus, for new business and the entrepreneurs, the
key is not to avoid the failure or sadness; instead, it is to act from the learning in
management failure to acquire the great opportunities and maximum benefits and
(McGrath, 1999) probe into the process of theentrepreneurs’value creation.
Proposition 2: Being pessimistic but facing the reality help the entrepreneurs

recognize the significance of the failure and release the failure reactions.

Failure reactions related to behaviors:
Based on interview analysis, this research extracts the “behavioral reaction”of

the entrepreneurs’ failure reactions, including: “committing suicide” and “evasion”.
“Committing suicide” means the entrepreneurs are in living death and intend to
terminate their lives. For example, the participant Mr.You committed suicide due to
the pressure of liabilities, but saved by his wife. After the failure, Mr.Lee decided to
commit suicide when facing the crisis of status, slander of personality and lawsuits,
but gave up finally when he thought of his family.

 “I am keen on face-saving and I felt unendurable when I heard the
slanders…at that time, I lost my business and almost lost my live. I decided to
commit suicide and bought the insecticides and sleeping bills.”

Some entrepreneurs who cannot endure the evaluation of the society and
others and cannot face the reality decide to “evade”. They close themselves or
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temporarily escape from the environment related to the failure so that they can
release themselves from the stress. The interviewee of Mr. Yang recalled the
difficulty when he failed his business and was out of work:

“At the time, I was afraid of contacting with the people and I did not
participate in the family reunions. I was afraid that others would regard me as
an unemployed man who was not willing to look for jobs.”

Thus, some people are never able to recover or no longer continue the business;
however, some find new ideas or break through the restriction in evasion. This
research suggests that the entrepreneurs decide to temporarily escape from the stress
and increase the contact and interaction with external environment which helps them
smooth the emotion and even reconstruct the confidence, develop new capacities and
new markets.
Proposition 3: Temporary leave from the failure environment helps release the

stress and interaction with external environment reinforces the resilience
from the strike.

Physiological failure reactions :
This research extracts “physiological reaction”and generalizes the category:

“physiological change”. According to the samples, this research finds that due to the
events, emotion and behaviors after the failure, the individuals lose weight, become
sleepless, sick and lunatic. These physical reactions come with emotional and
behavioral reactions.

According to data analysis, this research generalizes three core perspectives of
failure reactions. Emotional feeling is the principal negative psychological reaction of
the entrepreneurs when facing the failure. Behavioral and physiological reactions
appear afterwards and thus the entrepreneurs fail in the failure reactions.

Factors influencing failure reactions
Why does failure cause the entrepreneurs’negative reaction and irrational

behavior? According to the data, this research suggests that the main factors of
failure reactions are“the incredible incidents”, “sense of out of control” and“loss
of social status”. They cannot integrate the failure in their personal experience and
lives. “Out of control” is one of the principal factors leading to the entrepreneurs’ 
failure reactions. Most of the entrepreneurs are motivated to start the enterprises and
thus they require more control on personal lives and works. Besides, they can
significantly make decision when starting the business. To some degree, they believe
that they control and influence the environment and actions. However, when things
are out of control which are out of their expectation or life experience, the
entrepreneurs will recognize that they are not influential to the things in lives. Thus,
their negative emotion might be caused due to the sense of out of control and the gap
between their ability and environment. For instance, when the interviewee Mr.PS
faced the incident in which his trusted followers transferred the asset overnight, he
felt guilty that he did not prevent and control the incident. Thus,“being stunned”, he
was incapable of the interaction between the capacity and environment. He has been
tired of life for nearly half year.

In addition, “loss of social status” is also one of the key causing the
entrepreneurs’ failure reactions. The entrepreneurs are devoted to their business and
they regard it as personal achievement. People in the society will also show their
respect for their success. However, once they fail, their statuses disappear and they
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thus become indifferent and escape from the world to ease the pain caused by the
failure. They might hide themselves and not willing to face the loss of social statuses.
Therefore, when being failed, the entrepreneurs might temporarily escape from the
incident or the strike of the loss of status. However, in order to return to the business
world, the entrepreneurs must gradually construct their status and accept themselves
with time and create and identify with new roles.

Construction of theentrepreneurs’resilience
Theentrepreneurs’failure resilience

How do the entrepreneurs encountering significant frustration recover from the
failure? In other words, how do the entrepreneurs release their negative emotion and
return to the psychological and physical attitude before the failure? With the
suppression of failure emotion, the entrepreneurs must have their resilience which
everyone possesses. However, having the resilience does not allow an individual to
escape from the difficulty or frustration (APA, 2002). We should find how an
individual overcome the difficulty. This research suggests that in order to analyze the
entrepreneurs’ resilience, we should probe into how they overcome the strike and
further explore how they return to the business world and be reinstated. Thus, this
research interviews two groups of samples who have experienced business failure.
One of the groups is reinstated and the other no longer continues the business.
Through the interview, we expect to probe into their resilience difference and the
factors influencing their reinstatement.

The failed entrepreneurs must probe into the environment by cognizing the
resources. If they have limited cognitive resources, they will need the external
resources to release the negative emotion, behavior and physiological state and help
themselves recover from the incidents. However, if they cannot acquire new internal
and external cognition to adjust the resource operation, they might continue staying in
the suppression of negative emotion and cannot transfer the thoughts, have failure
resilience and modify the mistakes, recognize the environment and have new acts.

This research extracts the writing and conducts the coding from data analysis of
10 interviews for the development of concept, category and core perspective. From
the data, we generalize 11 categories influencing the adjustment of theentrepreneurs’ 
failure reactions and find 4 core perspectives to lead the adjustment of the failed
entrepreneurs, including “internal consistency”, “external consistency”,
“buffering” and “turning point in the difficulty＿rebound of resilience”. 

Internal consistency
We extract 18 concepts from two groups of samples and generalize them into 4

categories: “admission of the failure”, “construction of failure significance”,
“reconstruction of personal value” and “capacity cultivation”. In these 4 categories,
the entrepreneurs must transform their cognition to things and construct the meanings
to balance their lives. Thus, this research names it by “internal consistency”. By
removing the“negative scripts”, the individuals can accept the frustration and change
their negative thoughts, behavior and feelings. “New scripts”provide positive
meanings in the incidents and the scenarios and the value. “Admission of the failure” 
and “construction of failure significance”allows the individual to accept the pain
and frustration and integrate them in living experience to generate new meanings or
value. It helps the individual to adjust the reactions and recover from the failure.
People must create new meaning in the incident, adjust or develop new view of life or
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philosophy and apply them to living experience in order to recover from the sadness.
However, if the individual cannot develop new meaning of the failure, they will have
difficulty adapting to the lives (Horowitz, et. al., 1979). For instance, the sample Mr.
Lee reminded himself to treat failure as “precious experience”and “not fail in vain”;
Mr. Chiang admitted that “I should not involve in the field I’m not familiar with”and
he recognized that he should start an enterprise “according to his ability”. Mr. Wu
admitted from his failure of the restaurant that he “did not have the management
capacity of the restaurant”and further recognized the importance of“pause”. 

Besides, the entrepreneurs adjust the strike by the “reconstruction of personal
value” and “capacity cultivation”. With the loss of the business, the entrepreneurs
face the“loss of social statuses”which results in negative reaction. In order to recover
from the failure, the entrepreneurs must learn to neglect the external evaluation and
identification and develop their new identity and value to find their other achievement
or value. They find “new self”from “old self”to release the strike and recover. For
instance, Mr.35 who failed and no longer continued the business participated in the
activities in the temple and found his new identity─ “abbot”(helping the believers
explain the signs and devoting to the affairs in the temple). He was praised by local
people and reconstructed self-value. He indicated that:

 “I think it is the gods who arrange me to serve in this temple. Thus, I failed
the restaurant. If I have still run the business, I would not have been involved
in the affairs of the temple. …I feel good to help others and everyone respects
me. My life becomes more meaningful”. 

When encountering the incident in which the trusted followers cleaned out
his asset, Mr.PS who is reinstated felt guilty that he did not prevent and
control the failure. He stopped rejecting himself after listening to his wife:

“Shesaid, “people can take away everything from you; however, they
cannot steal one thing in your brain.”Because of what she said, I suddenly
realized that I was competent.”

The loss of identity does not equal to the loss of personal value. The failed
entrepreneurs should spend some time reconstruct new identity or value and
identify with their present states which will help them release from failure reactions.
In addition, they can smooth themselves to “cultivate the capacity”. For example,
Mr. Hsu shifted his negative emotion by working with express delivery and
developed his capacity to “select the locations”which allowed him to choose the
location of the shops afterwards. Besides, after the failure, Mr. You became
sleepless because of the stress of the debts. His friend recommended him to use
“Memory Foam Mattress” and he started learning the manufacturing which finally 
became his reinstated business.
Proposition 4: Re-examining the failure causes and constructing positive failure

significance help the entrepreneurs to integrate the experience in living
scenarios and release their emotional state.

External consistency
From the samples, this research extracts 10 concepts and generalizes them into 3

categories: “responsible integrity”, “help from important people”and “the
encouragement from significant others”. The three categories demonstrate that the
entrepreneurs release the strike through the interaction with external people and things
and retain the trust of the friends in social network through paying off the debts which
also help the entrepreneurs to construct self-identity and value significant. Thus, we
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name it as “external consistency”.The entrepreneurs’reinstated possibility is closely
connected to their “responsible integrity”. When studying the entrepreneurs’
behavior, many scholars tend to explore how the entrepreneurs create and accumulate
corporate resources by interpersonal relationship or social capital. Mutual trust also
helps maintain the external relationship. This research finds that if the entrepreneurs
who experience the failure can be responsible for the debts, they will more likely to
gain the trust and identification from the people of the network. They can thus
maintain the relationship and the support from the network in order to be reinstated;
the failed entrepreneurs who cannot carry the liabilities will lose the identification and
support from social network.

For instance, all of the reinstated samples in the interview are responsible for the
debts with integrity. Their attitude gains the support from the people in the network.
For instance, after the sample Mr. Hsu failed his business and was in debts because of
bad operation and gambling, he paid off his debts by sending express delivery and
being a cook. Subsequently, he re-started the business with the financial support of the
friend. The material firm also supported him with materials and he was thus reinstated.
In addition, in order to make up the gap of capital, Mr. Lee sold personal securities
and asset (nearly 3 billion dollars) to be responsible for the public. Since his friends
had confidence in his integrity and professional background, they supported him with
10 million to allow him to start an enterprise in China. Thus, being responsible for the
liabilities and having integrity allow the entrepreneurs to gain the trust from the
friends and suppliers. They can thus be reinstated and further find self-value and
construct the identity.

Thus, the failed entrepreneurs with responsible integrity are more likely to gain
the “help from important people”for their reinstatement. With the help of the
important people, the entrepreneurs will explain the failure from different views or
their attitude to the future might be influenced. The entrepreneurs can recover through
the interaction with others or shift and accept the other fields with the suggestion and
assistance of the people in social network. Thus, the social network possessed by an
individual or community becomes the present or potential resources (Nahapiet &
Ghoshal, 1998). Based upon relationship density, smoothness and hierarchical
structure, the people of the network can effectively approach the resources and their
interaction can also be maintained. However, for the failed entrepreneurs who are not
responsible, it will be difficult to be reinstated in the future. According to the
interview in this research, we find that some of the samples who no longer continue
the business escape from the liabilities or are released from their business. They leave
the business circle and undertake non-profit business or other positions. Therefore,
responsible integrity does not guarantee the entrepreneurs’ reinstatement since it
requires varied factors. However, without responsible integrity, the entrepreneurs will
not gain the trust and support from the people of the network.
Proposition 5: When the failed entrepreneurs recognize the importance of

responsible integrity for social network, they will be more likely to be
helped by the important people in social network and adjust the external
consistency.

In addition, “the encouragement of the significant others” also influences the
resilience from the failure. “Significant others” mean those who are close and
significantly influence an individuals’self-development. For example, the parents and
relatives will influence an individual’s social adaptation, view of life and the
development of self-values and further affect the development of social
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accommodation (Baumeister, et. al., 1989). This research suggests that the significant
others are different from the important people tend to be those in social network and
they help the entrepreneurs accumulate interpersonal asset. Significant others are
highly associated with theentrepreneurs’lives and their influences are imperceptibly.
They help the entrepreneurs to recognize the incidents and find the adjustment. Thus,
the encouragement from the significant others, to some degree, influences the
entrepreneurs’lives. They are the critical resources for the entrepreneurs’resilience
(Laura Davis, 2000). For instance, Mr. Peng have failed in the thoughts of“crash”and
“survival”; however, because of his wife’s encouragement and support, he modified
his mistakes to release the strike by the optimistic attitude (such as “gods help those
who support themselves”) and active behavior (such as “collecting the
disadvantages”). Among these participants we find that the entrepreneurs who start
the business with wives are more stable psychologically because of their wives who
even lead to the entrepreneurs’turning point in the difficulty and the development of
self-capacity.

Buffering behavior
This research extracts 7 concepts from the interview and generalizes them into

one category called“buffering behavior”which means the individual in pain shift the
impact from the negative emotion or incidents by the activities or behaviors unrelated
to the pain to smooth the internal and external stress. The failed entrepreneurs are
under the stress of debts, lose the future direction, identities and asset and encounter
lawsuits. According to the interview, we find that the entrepreneurs’buffering
behaviors include three categories: (1) “temporary evasion”. Some entrepreneurs
temporarily escape from contact with external world to release the burden caused by
the pressures, such as reinstated Mr. Lee, Mr. PS, Mr. Yang and Mr. Chen and Mr.
Chou who no long continue the business. (2) “Returning to old industry”: some
entrepreneurs return to the familiar work environment in which the entrepreneurs tend
to find their own self-value and reduce the stress caused by the failure, such as
reinstated Mr. Chiang and Mr. Cheng and Mr. Paul who do not re-start the business. (3)
“Learning skills in unfamiliar field”: some entrepreneurs participate in unfamiliar
work environment and with new pressure, they temporarily forget their old stress and
they can even learn new capacity. For example, reinstated Mr. Wu, Mr. Hsu, Mr. Peng
and Mr. You and Mr. King who no longer start an enterprise release their stress or
demonstrate their capacity by new jobs. According to case analysis, we find that the
reinstated entrepreneurs or those who no longer start an enterprise will release their
pressure and recover through buffering acts.

As“Restoration Orientation”proposed by Shepherd(2003), buffering acts means
when facing the failure, the entrepreneurs can construct new activities by evasion and
proactiveness to result in the second stress which allow them to shift the failure
experience and accelerate the resilience process. Proactiveness means to actively
acquire the second stress and shift the thoughts on the failure, such as looking for new
jobs to shift the sadness. Thus, this research suggests that when the entrepreneurs
encounter the failure and stress, they will adjust the disordered lives by releasing the
stress. Sometimes, they develop new capacity through the buffering acts. Thus, this
research proposes below:
Proposition 6: The buffering acts help the failed entrepreneurs stabilize internal

negative emotion and adjust the interaction with external environment.
Proposition 6-1: The failed entrepreneurs release the stress and strike by temporary

evasion which help them stabilize the internal emotion and examine the
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meaning of failure.
Proposition 6-2: The failed entrepreneurs return to old industry which allows them to

reconstruct the identity and capacity in professional field.
Proposition 6-3: The failed entrepreneurs release the stress by joining in the

unfamiliar field by learning new capacity which helps them develop new
ability in new industry and allows them to find self-value and new
opportunities.

Crossroad of struggling in start up or not: Self-efficacy and internal motivation
This research suggests that the resilience not only refers to the entrepreneurs’

release from the pain or frustration, but also means they recognize their capacity and
they are willing to return to the business circle and demonstrate self-competitiveness
by re-starting an enterprise. The capacity is called “self-efficacy”. For the
entrepreneurs, when recognizing the turning point in the difficulty, they must
recognize their own control and capacity to carry out the targets. Self-efficacy can be
applied to observe the entrepreneurs’commitment in target accomplishment. The
study of Drnovsek & Glas(2002) indicated that with self-efficacy, the entrepreneurs
recognized their own capacities to recognize the resources, apply them and act to
control the things in lives. How do the failed entrepreneurs re-develop the idea of
starting an enterprise? The motivation is the drive of individual actions and their
realization of the targets. After resilience, some failed entrepreneurs decide not to
continue the business due to the lack of motivation or resources to avoid another
failure. However, some never give up the idea to start an enterprise. Even though the
resources are limited, they still look for the assistance to carry out their goals. The
drives to start an enterprise include external and internal motivation. External
motivation refers to the possible results and returns of the activities whereas internal
motivation means to enjoy the activities with personal capacity and self-selection.

According to the selection and interview of two sample groups, this research
finds that the factors of those who no longer restart the business are the creation of
new identities, recognition of the limited capacity, age and lack of social identification
and support because of undertaking the debts without integrity. However, for another
group (reinstated ones), according to the interview, we find that they are motivated to
have the second chance and return to the business circle. We thus analyze the
participants who no longer start an enterprise and the reinstated ones below.

Factors to not re-start an enterprise: recognition of the limited capacity and the
creation of new identity

For those who no longer start an enterprise, although they can release the stress
by internal, external consistency and buffering act, the interview data shows that they
have lower self-efficacy. They are uncertain about their capacity to restart an
enterprise. They recognize their limited ability and shift to the environment unrelated
to the business. For example, Mr.35 decided to be the volunteer in the temple and pass
the dream of starting an enterprise to the next generation:
 “A Taiwanese saying indicates that “it is difficult to produce the business and

children”. I don’t think so. I have started the business of man’s suits since I was 35
years old and the business has been prosperous. I was well-known in Nantou and even
opened two branches and bought two houses. …I then managed seafood restaurant
and convenience store…I fall severely this time and I sell two houses worthy of over
30 million. …I never thought about re-starting an enterprise. I am 65 years old and
too old to have business…. …I enjoy working in the temple. Without the failure, I will
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never be devoted to the gods. It might be the god’s arrangement. I feel peaceful
everyday and the people in the temple respect me. …I will see if my child will start an
enterprise. If he has the intention, I will certainly be intervened; however, I will act
like a consultant and teach him how to interact with others….”

Mr.King who failed the business and participated in mountain-climbing,
suggested that:
 “It is not easy to be reinstated once you failed. …it is difficult to manage well

the affairs in the company. There are too many complicated things. I am uncertain if
people trust my ability which has been a pity for me…mountain climbing
demonstrates my another ability and I shift my ambition in business to it. I feel good
to be a part-time mountain climbing coach in school. I feel a sense of achievement to
be with the students. I spend my saving every year on the activity to challenge
myself.”

Mr. Paul who no longer started an enterprise explained his decision at the time:
“After the failure, I realized that I was not capable of starting the business. My

partners had the some idea. I was too optimistic and hardly found the competition in
the world and there was the lack of the concept of financial risk. Sometimes I only
trusted my own judgment and did not discuss with the team. …I then became a
professional manager and studied EMBA to learn professional management. Not
everyone can be the boss. I was too naïve at the time. …” 

Mr. Chou who has been betrayed and cleaned out by the trusted followers
indicated that:
 “Now it is difficult to trust someone. How can I start the business? After the

failure, I don’t have many friends and now I rely on my daughter-in-law to support
me…”

Mr. Lou, who has been the founder of a well-known brand of tennis racket and
then constructed the temple and became the host, suggested that:
 “I succeed when starting the enterprise for the first time. It was simply too easy

and thus I did not cherish and learn to control it. There were too diverse investments
and I did not have the concept of risk management. …I was in the deficit of 6 billion
dollars and unable to pay them off even I sold my asset…I constructed the temple for
my father. I came here after the failure. Now I help the believers every day in the
temple and learn to enjoy the happiness in being ordinary. I feel good about the
lives.”

According to the interview analysis on five cases who no longer start the
business, we find that there are various factors and we generalize them into the
following: (1) age: they feel that they are too old to start the business. For instance,
Mr.35, Mr. Chou and Mr. Lou have mentioned that they are too old to start the firms.
(2) Recognition of the limited capacity: the samples recognize that their
personalities are not suitable for starting the business. For example, Mr. Paul and Mr.
Chou mention that they are overly optimistic or do not trust others. In addition, some
samples find that they are lack of managerial capacity, such as Mr. Paul, Mr. Lou and
Mr. King. (3) Reconstruction of new identities: after the failure, the samples
develop new identities and reconstruct self-value by participating in other activities.
For example, Mr.35 and Mr. Lou are devoted to religious activities and find personal
value through helping others; Mr. King carries out his ambition and sense of
achievement in mountain climbing. Mr. Paul develops his profession by being the
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professional manager. (4) Lack of resources: the failed entrepreneurs are lack of the
assistance from external resources and it is not easy to be reinstated. The reason
might be in that they don’thave integrity and responsible attitude; thus, the people
are not willing to help them or entrepreneurs are not able to collect the funds.
However, for the reinstated entrepreneurs who intend to start the business, with the
support of the people in the network, the funds and resources will not be the
principal factors.

Based on above, the reconstruction of new identity helps to recover the
entrepreneurs from the failure and construct their psychological resilience. The failed
entrepreneurs lost themselves and values and they had to find the identification of
others with themselves through the interaction with others or the environment and
further reconfirm their identity and construct individual significance in order to
modify the loss of identity and find the value in lives.
Proposition 7: The samples who no longer start the business have the decision

due to age, the recognition of abilities, reconstruction of new identity and
the lack of resources.

Proposition 7-1: For the cases who no longer start the business, the reconstruction of
new identify helps them re-establish self-value and accelerate
psychological resilience.

Proposition 7-2: If the entrepreneurs can not be responsible for the debts with integrity,
the external resources for their future reinstatement will be affected.

Factors of reinstatement: self-efficacy and internal motivation
The study of Chen et al., (1998) suggested that the entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy

could be used to distinguish the difference between the entrepreneurs and ordinary
mangers. They suggested that there was high degree of correlation between the
entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy and their acts and intention which could be applied to
predict and study the entrepreneurs’behaviors, persistence and efficacy and further
observe the challenge and uncertainty in risky situations. According to this research,
the entrepreneurs with high self-efficacy treat the challenging environment as the
reward; however, the entrepreneurs with self-efficacy try to escape and imagine the
possibility of failure. Thus, if they believe that they can efficiently play the role and
mission as the entrepreneurs, they are more likely to start the business. The
entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy thus is regarded as one kind of theentrepreneurs’spirit.

When losing the business and status, the failed entrepreneurs have had the hard
time accepting others’judgment and been lost with self-identity. However, after
releasing the stress, they gradually develop self-efficacy and act upon the
identification with self-value and self-capacity. For instance, Mr. Lee decides to
“demonstrate that he will not be defeated by failure”; after confirming the“probation”,
Mr. Lee tries to prove his ability and says that he will“never be defeated”and he will
“be resilience”. Mr.PS is motivated by the will that“I swear I will stand up again and
prove it to the world”and re-plan R&D of new products. While everyone have doubts
in the success of the unemployed man for two years and do not understand his idea of
business, Mr. Yang indicates that “I should believe in myself and control my own
reinstated opportunities”. Mr.Wu seizes the idea “I am frustrated but I will not lose
my spirit…I still want to start the business” to control his chances. Mr. Hsu forces
himself “not to continue like this. I should push myself to be successful”. Mr. Peng
persists in the idea that “the gods help those who support themselves”and asks
himself to“correct the mistakes”to save himself.
Proposition 8: The entrepreneurs with self-efficacy and the faith that they can
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control the capacities and environment will accelerate the resilience.

For those who intend to return to business circle, they are motivated to carry out
their start of business. Some of the failed entrepreneurs decide not to continue the
business due to the lack of motivation, recognition of limited capacities or the
insufficiency of external resources. However, some never give up the idea to restart
the business. With the lack of the resources, they still look for the assistance to carry
out the goals. The drives to start an enterprise include external and internal motivation.
External motivation means the possible results and returns of the activities whereas
internal motivation means to enjoy in the activity with personal capacity and
self-selection. This research finds that at the beginning, many entrepreneurs start the
business to escape from poverty or gain more money to shed the difficulty and
liabilities. Thus, the external motivation influences their start of business. However, at
the beginning, they are not guaranteed with the profits and they are under enormous
risk. Therefore, external motivation might drive the entrepreneurs to return to the
business circle in short term; however, it cannot allow them to endure the initial risk.
It might lead to another difficulty of the debts.

This research suggests that with continuous and long-term risk and the lack of
resources, internal motivation is the drive to help the entrepreneurs return to business
circle and develop better performance than before. With the drive of internal
motivation, the entrepreneurs decide to realize the goals and ideals by starting the
business and they endure the pressure that no one supports them. They enjoy the flow
experience in the activity. According to case analysis, this research generalizes 4
categories:“imperative intention”,“probability of success pursuit”, “flow experience” 
and “realization of the reconstruction of the identities”.

When starting the business, the entrepreneurs demonstrate their “imperative
intention”and they look for the solutions when they encounter the challenge or
difficulty, such as the attitude of Mr. PS when he found the difficulty in R&D of new
products:

 “There must be some methods,...it is difficult to develop the car; however, I
will be motivated with the challenge.” 

After experiencing over ten times of failure, Mr. Hsu had enormous
psychological stress when restarting the business:

“I feel that it is the last chance in my life…. thus, I feel stressful to open this shop.
However, it is something I must do” 

In order to realize the intention, sometimes the entrepreneurs give up their
present results to carry out the next goal. They have the imperative intention and
stimulate themselves without the support of too many people.

However, not all of the starts of business are prepared. Most of them are
unexpected due to urgent situations. They do not completely control the business at
the initial stage. Sometimes they are uncertain about the probability of success and
they might be affected by the urgency. Thus, they should have acts in present
situations and undertake the unclear risks. This research calls it “probability of
success pursuit”. For instance, Mr. Lee faced the challenge when initially enter the
market in China. “I enjoy adventures…and I feel good when being successful”. Mr.
Chiang acted in urgency.“When people are in urgency, they will take the risks.”Thus,
when the entrepreneurs intend to realize the samples, they are willing to undertake the
uncertainty or the second failure in order to restart the business or carry out the goals.
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Proposition 9: Even though facing the restriction of external environment, the
recovered entrepreneurs are motivated by imperative intention and able
to overcome the difficulty and carry out the goals.

When trying to carry out the objectives, the entrepreneurs feel time passing and
enjoy in the works without fatigue. It is called “flow experience” which allows the
entrepreneurs to freely concentrate on the fulfillment of their experience and lead to
acts and recognition. They focus on self-surmounting and development of
self-consciousness in the restricted and exciting environment. For example, when Mr.
Yang found the future of internet, he targeted on the construction of the network. “I
worked day and time and the more I studied, the more confidence and enjoyment I
had. …I stayed late every day and did not feel tired.”Thus, at the beginning,
entrepreneurs continue their interest and concentration on the work and realization
through flow experience.

In addition, the failedentrepreneurs “reconstruct the identities”by returning to
the business circle. With their persistence and intention, they observe the
opportunities in the market and return to the business world. The reinstated
entrepreneurs and those who no longer start the business are different in the
reconstruction of the identities. The former tries to demonstrate their capacity to start
the business whereas the latter targets on the reconstruction of new identities to find
self-value. For instance, one of the reasons the reinstated Mr. Lee decided to restart
the business was to modify others’views and slander when he failed: “I tried to prove
to the officials that I would not be defeated. …I would endure even in the difficult
environment to demonstrate myself to the people who mocked”. After Mr. PS
recognized that he had “the ability that others cannot take away”, he decided to use
these capacities.“I want to prove to the world that I am the person who creates this”.

Thus, some recovered entrepreneurs are uncertain about the business they will
create when returning to the environment. However, with their persistence, they seize
the learning opportunity and their own capacities with self-efficacy and new chances
to reconstruct the value of self-identity in the market.
Proposition 10: When the recovered entrepreneurs recognize the failure causes

and failure reactions, they can reconstruct personal identity value and
modify the mistakes in the past through internal motivation to carry
out the goals.

Entrepreneurs’resilience from the failure
This research integrates the entrepreneurs’ failure reactions and adjustment to

propose the dynamic analytical framework of the entrepreneurs’resilience, as shown
in Figure 1. We find that after the failure, the entrepreneurs will have “failure
reactions of starting the business” and encounter emotional, behavioral and
physiological difficulties and pain. When encountering the strike and negative
reaction, if they can release the stress through internal consistency, external
consistency upon external interaction and the buffering acts unrelated to the failure,
the entrepreneurs are more likely to recover from the strike and irrational behaviors.
Being motivated by internal motivation and self-efficacy, the failed entrepreneurs are
willing to develop new business. However, some failed ones are not willing to restart
the business due to the lack of resources, capacities and reconstruction of new
identities. This research calls the return in the business circle as the construction of
the“entrepreneurs’resilience”which demonstrates the resilience in psychology.
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Noticeably, the resilience process from the business failure cannot be fulfilled by
one cycle and it will be different according to the difference of personal conditions
and resources. The entrepreneurs will be affected by the failure situations and modify
their previous mistakes and reinforce self-value. Manyentrepreneurs’failure reactions
are caused by the loss of the identities. During the failure resilience, the
entrepreneurs will construct self-values, including self-dialogue or the identification
of external network. Based on self-efficacy, they recognize the turning point in the
difficulty and start the resilience. Thus, the resilience process is a kind of dynamic and
continuous activity and during the process, the entrepreneurs can continue the internal
and external consistency or learn new ability and release the stress by buffering acts to
construct self-efficacy and capacity. In addition, entrepreneurs’ failure resilience does
not guarantee that the entrepreneurs will no longer be failed or their return to the
business world. However, it helps the failed entrepreneurs to recognize their failure
reactions and causes to adjust themselves and accelerate the resilience and facilitate
the motivation to return as the entrepreneurs.

Conclusion
By the concept of resilience in psychological therapy, this research explores the

reason why some entrepreneurs who have experienced significant failure release their
frustration and are willing to return to the business circle and reinstated whereas some
are never able to recover and start an enterprise. This research indicates that
entrepreneur resilience not only refers toentrepreneurs’resilience to the psychological
state, but also relates to the reasons of the failed entrepreneurs’will to return to the
business circle. This research treats “the reinstated ones” and “those who no longer
start an enterprise” as two groups of samples, including 15 samples. We analyze the
data after in-depth interview. This research finds that when the failure is out of the
entrepreneurs’“carrying capacity”and the entrepreneurs cannot recognize the
incidents from their knowledge or experience, they tend to have negative reaction,
including: “emotional reaction”such as helplessness and exhaustion, “behavioral
reaction”such as committing suicide and escaping from the stress and“physiological
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declination” such as getting old and sickness. Temporary evasion helps the
entrepreneurs release the stress. They can release the stress by returning to old
industry or having the activities unrelated to the business. They can even cultivate the
capacity and learn the skills. In order to adjust their frustration, they can have
“internal consistency”such as admitting the mistakes, constructing the meaning of
failure and identifying with self-value, “external consistency”such as responsible for
the debts, integrity, help from the important people and encouragement from
significant others and “buffering acts”. The entrepreneurs’ “integrity” in facing and
paying off the liabilities allow them to gain the support and trust in interpersonal
network and the latter will be willing to support their future lives and business with
the resources; besides, the entrepreneurs’ integrity also allow them to identify with
personal value and construct the meaning of their identity. The failed entrepreneurs
release their stress by internal and external consistency and buffering acts and
demonstrate their intention to carry out the goals with internal motivation and
self-efficacy. They thus are willing to return to the business circle, enjoy flow
experience and undertake the risk of possible failure. However, some failed
entrepreneurs decide not to start an enterprise due to the lack of resources, the
recognition of the lack of ability or the development of new identity.

This research treats the entrepreneurs as the samples to reconstruct the analytical
framework of resilience. For the field of psychological therapy, this research can
complement validity of cross-samples studies and it functions as the measurement
criterion for the professional consultants of psychological therapy to study the
entrepreneurs’resilience therapy design and resilience consulting effect. For the
practical circle, the analytical framework in this research can be the reference for the
entrepreneurs who are starting an enterprise or intend to start an enterprise with regard
to buffering the significant decisions. We provide the methods to accelerate the
resilience and suggest that the entrepreneurs should develop the lives and business
with multiple identities to avoid the loss without business identities. We suggest that
the entrepreneurs should cultivate professional management and reinforce the
cognition of self-efficacy to avoid the failure risk caused by environmental change
and declination after the failure.
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